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lyethylene terephthalate (PET)
nanoparticles with fluorescent tracers for studies in
mammalian cells†
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Caffaro,a Shyam Aravamudhan,b Alexander L. Kovach, a Timothy R. Fennella

and Ninell P. Mortensena
Fluorescent nanoparticles (NPs) comprising polyethylene tere-

phthalate (PET) with a hydrodynamic diameter of 158 � 2 nm were

synthesized in a bottom-up approach. Concentration-dependent

uptake and cytotoxicity of PET NPs in macrophages are shown. The

fabrication of well-characterized NPs, derived from high-commodity

polymers, will support future studies to assess effects on biological

systems.
Introduction

Plastics are globally ubiquitous and have supported advance-
ments in society by improving the performance of food and
beverage packaging, building materials, healthcare and
personal care products, and transportation vehicles.1 Despite
these benets, there exists an emerging concern involving the
fate of plastic debris in the environment.2–7 An estimated 4900
million metric tons (Mt) of discarded plastics currently reside in
landlls or the environment, with the most abundant non-ber
resins including polystyrene (PS), polyethylene (PE), polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), polyurethane (PU), polypropylene (PP), and
polyethylene terephthalate (PET).8 In particular, the PET ther-
moplastic is a semicrystalline, lightweight, and water resistant
material9 that critically serves global markets for packaging,
lms, and textiles with the worldwide production of the PET
resin reaching over 30 million tons in recent years.10 While
recycling tactics exist for PET,11,12 many PET products are
intended for swi disposal and consequently accumulate in the
environment, where the material is susceptible to degradation
through photochemical, thermal, and mechanical mecha-
nisms.13–18 Degradation processes could generate randomized
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fragments of PET contaminants with wide size distributions
and morphologies.

Numerous reports highlight the presence of fragmented
plastics, termed ‘microplastics’, in drinking water19–21 and
beverages,22,23 food,24–27 and the natural environment.28 Envi-
ronmental microplastics can originate from two key sources:
intentionally formulated products (e.g., microbead scrubs,
toothpaste, cleaners) and plastic debris that physically or
chemically degrades aer environmental exposures (e.g., UV
irradiation, heat, mechanical stress, humidity).29–32 Because
decomposition processes can produce fragments of diverse size,
morphology, and composition, efforts are underway to stan-
dardize denitions and harmonize scientic communication.33

This classication of microplastics could ultimately encompass
many physicochemical properties,33,34 but thus far plastic frag-
ments are typically categorized by size. One highly recognized
denition by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (NOAA) refers to microplastic as fragments with diam-
eters <5 mm.35 Because the size of particles is interrelated to
physicochemical properties, a renement to size classications
will support the full understanding of the fate and behavior of
these plastic fragments. For example, recent reports indicate
the potential of nano-scale plastics in the environment.36

Nanomaterials can penetrate biological membranes and be
taken up by cells and accumulate within tissues, as evident from
the wealth of nanotoxicity studies with various metal NPs.37–41

Moreover, the high surface area of nanomaterials can serve as
carriers of various environmental constituents due to the
absorption to the surface of the materials. The ultimate
consequence of plastic fragments, together with chemicals
absorbed to these plastic vectors,42 on biological systems
remains unknown.

Despite the growing concern over plastic NPs as widespread
environmental contaminants, very few studies have investigated
the biological effects of nanomaterials that comprise high-
volume commodity plastics (e.g., PET, PP, PVC, PU). To date,
the majority of reports have focused on the biological responses
to commercially available uorescently-labeled PS NPs.43,44 One
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 339–346 | 339
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key hurdle that hinders further testing of other commodity-
based nanoplastics involves the limited availability of highly
characterized and biological traceable nanomaterials. In the
case of PET, for example, very few reports currently exist that
describe the fabrication of PET NPs suited for biological
studies. The fabrication of PET NPs has occurred via laser
ablation45 and catalytic emulsion polymerization,46 however,
these approaches do not incorporate tracers into the NPs to
monitor spatial distribution in cells or small organisms. One
encouraging study from Rodŕıguez-Hernández et al. recently
reported the synthesis of uorescently labeled PET NPs for
studies in macrophages, but their results also showed aggre-
gation of the NPs.47

Herein, we report the synthesis of disperse PET NPs with
a tight size distribution using a facile, bottom-up fabrication
approach. We further show the incorporation of uorescent
tracers into the NPs that enables visualization and character-
ization of these PET NPs within mammalian cells.
Materials and methods
Fabrication of PET NPs

A solution of PET was prepared by mixing 0.58 g PET ber (IZO
Home Goods) with 35mL hexauoroisopropanol (HFIP) (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in a 40 mL scintillation vial
equipped with a magnetic stir bar that was coated with poly-
tetrauoroethylene (PTFE). PET solution (10 mL) was added
dropwise at 1 mLmin�1 using a syringe pump (Model # NE-300,
New Era Pump Systems, Inc., Farmingdale, NY, USA) with
a Poulten & Graf GmbH Fortuna® Optima® 10 mL glass syringe
into ultrapure deionized water (75 mL, 18.2 MU cm resistivity)
at room temperature, resulting in precipitation of PET NPs. The
entire contents of the precipitation vessel were transferred to
a 250 mL round-bottomed ask and rotary evaporated under
vacuum at 55 �C to remove residual HFIP. Upon reduction of the
volume in the round-bottomed ask (�30 mL), ultrapure
deionized water (�75 mL) was added, and the ask was sub-
jected to rotary evaporation for a second time. The concentrated
suspension of particles was pipetted into a 20 mL scintillation
vial. Particles containing rhodamine B (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO, USA) were formulated using a similar approach as
specied above. The tracer solution in HFIP (0.05 mgmL�1) was
prepared from a stock solution of 1 mg mL�1. An aliquot of the
0.05 mg mL�1 tracer solution (1 mL) was then added to the PET
solution prior to precipitation into ultrapure deionized water.
Purication of PET NPs

To remove residual HFIP, the suspension of particles was
centrifuged and resuspended. Each wash step consisted of
centrifuging the suspension at 13 100 rpm for 5 minutes at
room temperature, removing the supernatant, and resuspend-
ing in an equal volume of 0.5 mg mL�1 Bovine Serum Albumin
(BSA) (pH 8.2) to maintain the concentration of the particles in
suspension. The particles were resuspended by a 30 second
vortex step followed by discrete sonication in a cup horn soni-
cator (Ultrasonic Liquid Processor S-400, Misonic Inc.,
340 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 339–346
Farmingdale, NY) delivering a total of 840 J mL�1. For the rst
wash step, the initial particle suspension was spiked with BSA to
a nal concentration of 0.5 mg mL�1 before the rst centrifu-
gation step. The particles were washed three times and resus-
pended in a nal solution of 0.5 mg mL�1 BSA (pH 8.2).
Characterization of PET NPs

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential. The
hydrodynamic diameter of the NPs was measured by DLS using
the Malvern zetasizer Nano-ZS (Malvern Panalytical, West-
borough, MA). The zeta potential was measured using the same
instrument with disposable folded capillary zeta cells (Malvern
Panalytical, Westborough, MA). For these measurements, NPs
were suspended in 0.5 mg mL�1 BSA (pH 8.2).

Concentration of NPs and uorescent tracer. To determine
the concentration of particles, an aliquot (1 mL) of PET particles
was transferred to a tared 2 mL Eppendorf tube and placed in
a vacuum oven under ambient conditions overnight. The tube
was weighed the next day to determine the dry particle weight.
To determine the concentration of rhodamine B within the
particles, dried particles were subsequently dissolved in HFIP (1
mL) and their uorescence was determined using Synergy MX
multi-mode plate reader (BioTek Instruments, Inc, Winooski,
VT, USA). The average quantity of rhodamine B loaded into the
PET NPs was calculated from two batches and averaged 0.35
mass%. A calibration curve of rhodamine B in HFIP, was ob-
tained via serial dilutions of the uorophore (1.25 mg mL�1

stock solution, lex ¼ 550 nm, lem ¼ 580 nm).
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR). The dried

samples were analyzed with a Nicolet 6700 FTIR with a Smart
Orbit™ single bounce diamond crystal ATR accessory. The
instrument has a deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS) detector
and a potassium bromide (KBr) beam splitter. Method param-
eters were set at resolution of 4 and 32 scans, scanning the
region 4000–400 cm�1. A background was run on the cleaned
crystal before each sample. Aer the background acquisition
was complete, a small amount of sample was added to the
diamond crystal, pressure was applied, then data was acquired.
The suspension of particles that were used for FT-IR were
washed using water instead of 0.5 mg mL�1 BSA.

19F nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (19F-NMR).
The presence of residual HFIP within the PET NPs was deter-
mined by 19F-NMR. The uorine NMR experiments were per-
formed on a Varian Unity Inova 500 mHz NMR (Palo Alto, CA)
with a Nalorac Cryogenics Corporation dedicated H–F observed
probe (Martinez, CA). 19F-NMR samples were mixed with D2O at
10 percent. Total recycling time was 8 seconds. An external
reference standard was used to calibrate and quantitate the
remaining uorine using Agilent VnmrJ ver. 4.2 soware (Santa
Clara, CA) with a limit of detection of 0.02 mM.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). PET NPs were
prepared using the drop mount method for liquid deposition.
PET NPs were pipetted onto 200 mesh carbon coated copper
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids. The liquid
suspension was dried in air on the copper grids inside a HEPA
ltered fume hood. Two TEM grids were prepared per sample.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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The grids were analyzed using a Hitachi H-7000 transmission
electron microscope. Multiple images were taken of each
sample using an AMT digital camera. Analytical magnications
ranged between 40 000� to 300 000�.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM was performed
using a Zeiss Auriga eld emission scanning electron micro-
scope (FESEM) (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, White Plains, NY) at 5 kV
accelerating voltage and a beam current of 10 mA. Prior to SEM
analysis, all samples were sputter coated with 6 nm of gold
palladium using a low vacuum sputter coater (Leica EM
ACE200, Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL). The
particle diameter was measured using ImageJ (NIH).

Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis). Samples were
analyzed using a Shimadzu UV-2600 UV-Visible Spectropho-
tometer (Columbia, MD) with LabSolutions soware, version
1.03 (Atlanta, GA) at a wavelength range of 200 to 800 nm.
Samples were diluted 1 : 10 and 1 : 100 in BSA, and BSA was
used as the blank. A slit width of 2 nm was used with a data
interval of 0.5 nm.
Studies in mammalian cells

Endotoxin assay. A pyrochrome test kit with glucashield
reconstitution buffer and control standard endotoxin (Associ-
ates of Cape Cod Inc, East Falmouth, MA) was used to detect
and quantify endotoxins following the manufacturer's protocol.
PET-NP and PET-RB NP were diluted to a concentration of
0.2 mg mL�1 and 0.3 mg mL�1, respectively, in endotoxin-free
limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) reagent water (Associates of
Cape Cod Inc, East Falmouth, MA). Supernatant from PET-NP
and PET-RB NP was tested in LAL reagent water. The BSA
solution used for washing and suspension of the particles was
also tested. To ensure that the PET NPs did not interfere with
the assay, positive product controls (PPC) containing a nal
concentration of 0.5 endotoxin units (EU) per mL were tested in
parallel at the same concentration. No interference between the
two PET NPs and the assay was detected for the tested
concentrations.

Cell culture. PET NP and PET-RB NP toxicity was tested on
mouse alveolar macrophage cells, RAW 264.7 (ATCC® TIB-71™,
ATCC, Manassas, VA). RAW 264.7 cells were cultured in Dul-
becco's modied eagle's medium (Gibco, Life Technologies,
Grand Island, NY), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS) (Gibco, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) and 100 U
penicillin/streptomycin (P/S) (Gibco, Life Technologies, Grand
Island, NY). Cells were maintained at 37 �C in 5% humidied
CO2, at a concentration of 1 � 104 cell per mL and passaged
twice a week by washing with pre-warmed phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) (Gibco, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY).
RAW 264.7 cells were used between passage numbers 41–45.

Cytotoxicity assays. RAW264.7 were seeded out in a 96 well
plate at a concentration of 1 � 105 cells per mL and incubated
for 24 hours. NPs suspended in fresh media were added to the
cells in a two-fold dilution with concentrations between 0.0005–
0.5 mg mL�1. Aer 24 hours of NP exposure, the media was
collected for lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release measure-
ments. LDH assay (TOX7, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
done according to the manufacturer protocol to measure the
level of LDH released to the media. Briey, 75 mL of media was
analyzed to assess cell viability as a function of cell membrane
integrity. Following media collection for LDH measurements,
the monolayer was washed with PBS and MTS assay was used to
determine viability and metabolic activity in the cells. MTS [3-
(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sul-
fophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium] assays (CellTiter 96® AQueous One
Solution Cell Proliferation Assay, Promega, Madison, WI) were
performed according to the manufacturer protocol. Briey, the
cell reagent solution was added to the cells, and metabolic
activity determined by colorimetric measurement of MTS which
is reduced to colored formazan by viable, metabolically-active
cells. Data are expressed as percentage of their representative
controls. All studies were conducted in biological duplicates
and at least experimental triplicates. An LDH assay was per-
formed without cells to evaluate any interferences between NPs
and the assay, an approximately 50% increase in the back-
ground value was observed for 0.5 mg mL�1 for both PET-NP
and PET-RB NP (ESI 1†). The absorbance of the dose concen-
trations was measured in the wavelength for MTS assay (490
nm) and showed a concentration dependent increase in the
background values, with a ve-fold increase in absorbance for
the highest concentration, which could mask the MTS response
at the high dosing concentration.

Fluorescence microscopy. Cells were seeded at a concentra-
tion of 1 � 105 cells per mL in glass bottom Petri dishes (Mat-
Tek, Ashland, MA) and aer 24 h were exposed to PET-RB NP for
16 h at concentrations of 0.005, 0.05, and 0.5 mg mL�1.
Simultaneously with PET-RB NP exposure, CellLight Lysosomes-
GFP *BacMam 2.0* (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) were
added to the cells to stain lysosomes at a count of 25 particles
per cell. Cells were subsequentially xed with 3% para-
formaldehyde and 0.1% glutaraldehyde for 30 minutes at room
temperature. Aer three washes with PBS, the cells were stained
with 1 : 200 DAPI (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) for
15 min at room temperature. Cells were washed three times in
PBS before bright eld and uorescence imaging with a 40�
objective. Imaging was conducted using an Olympus IX71
inverted microscope with a CCD Microscopy Camera
(INFINITY3-3URF, 3.0 Megapixel, CoolLED). Image processing
was performed using ImageJ (NIH).

Data analysis. Data are expressed as mean � standard devi-
ation using the soware Prism (GraphPad 7.4, GraphPad So-
ware, San Diego, CA). Test for equality of variances was
performed prior to statistical analysis. An unpaired, two-tailed t-
test (equal variance) or a t-test with Welch correction (unequal
variance) were used for statistical analysis between doing
groups. Statistical signicance was at P < 0.05.

Results and discussion
Fabrication and characterization of PET NPs

The PET NPs were fabricated with a precipitation method,
wherein a solution of PET in HFIP was slowly added to ultrapure
water resulting in the formation of NPs. Multiple washing steps
were used to remove residual HFIP solvent from the NP
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 339–346 | 341
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formulations, resulting in an undetectable uorine signal via
19F-NMR. While washing the PET NPs with ultrapure water, the
particles aggregated and therefore a solution of BSA protein at
0.5 mg mL�1 was used instead to maintain particle dispersion
during washing steps. Here, utilization of BSA was compatible
with subsequent studies in cell culture, as discussed in the
following section. However, use of species-specic proteins or
alternative surfactants as stabilizing agents of these NPs may be
required to align with other biological systems under investi-
gation in future work. To enable detection of the PET NPs
within cells, the particles were labeled with rhodamine B (PET-
RB) by incorporation of the tracer into the NPs during
fabrication.

The spherical morphology of the PET-RB NPs was evident via
SEM (Fig. 1A) and TEM (Fig. 1B) and no morphological differ-
ences were apparent for the PET NPs without tracer (ESI 2†).
Aer washing and resuspending the particles in a BSA solution,
the hydrodynamic diameters were 170 � 3 nm for PET-NPs and
158 � 2 nm for PET-RB NPs (Fig. 1C and ESI 2†). The washing
steps with the BSA solution slightly increased the hydrodynamic
diameters, as compared to those of the unwashed samples, but
the average size distributions remained below 200 nm with
polydispersity indices at 0.2 and 0.1 for PET NP and PET-RB NP,
respectively. The average diameters of NPs were also calculated
Fig. 1 (A) SEM, (B) TEM, and (C) the DLS curve for PET-RB NPs. The
DLS profile is an average of three DLS runs.

342 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 339–346
from the SEM images at 95 � 14 nm for PET NPs and 88 �
14 nm for PET-RB NPs. The differences between the hydrody-
namic diameters and the diameters calculated from SEM
images (i.e., dried samples) are expected and could result, in
part, from the existence of a BSA corona within in the particle
suspensions48 or from the indirect measurements associated
with DLS that relies on uctuations in the particle scattering
intensity in solution.49 The zeta potential for NPs suspended
within the BSA solution was �37 mV for PET NPs and �38 mV
for PET-RB NPs, which aligns with the high stability and
dispersion of the particles. For example, the PET-RB NPs
measured 162 � 2 nm (polydispersity index of 0.2) aer two
months of storage at 4 �C.

To explore the composition of the NPs, FT-IR analysis was
performed (Fig. 2). The FT-IR proles of NPs showed charac-
teristic absorption bands of the PET bulk polymer (ESI 3†),50–52

including at 1715 cm�1 (C]O stretching), 1578 cm�1 (stretch-
ing of C]C in ring), and 1505 cm�1 (in-plane bending of C–H in
ring; stretching of C]C in ring), and 1240 cm�1 (C]O in-plane
bending, C–C stretching, C(]O)–O stretching).52 As shown in
Fig. 2, the prominent IR absorption bands were similar between
PET and PET-RB NPs. Interestingly, bands associated with
rhodamine B, such as near 1590 cm�1 (COO– stretching)53 were
not clearly present for the PET-RB NPs, despite the verication
of the uorescent tracer via uorescence microscopy. The lack
of prominent rhodamine B absorbance bands in the FT-IR
could be due to the low concentration of the tracer, which
was undetectable in the IR spectrum. Additional testing using
Raman spectroscopy (ESI 4†), Pyro-GC/MS (ESI 5†), and XPS (ESI
6†) also conrmed various moieties within the PET NPs. These
in-depth analyses of the PET NPs support steps towards more
standardized NPs for studies in biological systems, as discussed
in the next section.

Evaluation of PET NP and PET-RB NP in mammalian cells

Prior to evaluation in mammalian cells, it is critical to ensure
the absence of contaminants. To this end, a kinetic turbidity
LAL assay was used to ascertain potential endotoxin
Fig. 2 FT-IR spectra of PET NPs without tracer (top) and with
rhodamine B (bottom).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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contamination in the NPs. Although levels of endotoxins were
detectable, the values were below the recommended FDA limit
of 0.5 EU per mL for medical devices54,55 showing 0.1 EU per mL
and 0.064 EU per mL for PET-NPs and PET-RB NPs, respectively.
The cytotoxicity and uptake of PET NPs were evaluated in
murine alveolar macrophages, RAW264.7 in a dose–response
manner. Cytotoxicity was evaluated by determining cell
membrane integrity (LDH release) and metabolic activity (MTS)
(Fig. 3). A signicant increase in LDH release was observed at
0.0625 mgmL�1 for PET NP (P-value¼ 0.0016) and at 0.0010 mg
mL�1 for PET-RB NP (P-value ¼ 0.0034). We speculate that the
PET-RB NP interfered with the cell membrane even at the low
concentrations. At a concentration of 0.125 mg mL�1 for both
PET NPs (160� 27.5% of control for PET-NP and 178� 18.3% of
control for PET-RB NPs) the LDH release continued to scale with
increasing concentration, so that LDH release for 0.5 mg mL�1

was 506 � 85% of control for PET NP and 447 � 46.1% of
control for PET-RB NPs. On the other hand, a slight increase in
the MTS assay was observed for the lowest concentration of PET
NPs. This might be due to an interference between PET NPs and
MTS but requires further investigation. Only at the highest
tested concentration of PET NPs of 0.5 mg mL�1 did the MTS
assay show a signicant decrease in mitochondrial activity (82.9
� 8.77% of control for PET-NP and 71.3 � 29.4% of control for
Fig. 3 Cytotoxicity of PET-NP (black bars) and PET-RB NPs (red bars)
tested by (A) membrane integrity (LDH release) and (B) metabolic
activity (MTS assay). The graphs showmean� standard deviation. One
asterisk indicates P-values <0.05 and two asterisks indicate P-value
<0.001.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
PET-RB NPs). Together these ndings suggest that the cell
membrane integrity was impacted at a lower NP concentration
before mitochondrial activity was altered.

The cellular uptake of PET-RB NPs and resulting morpho-
logical changes in RAW264.7 cells were evident from bright eld
and uorescence microscopy. Following exposure to a low
concentration of 0.005 mg mL�1 PET-RB NPs, particles were
visible in the cell cytoplasm (Fig. 4D), however at concentrations
of 0.05 and 0.5 mg mL�1 PET-RB NPs large clusters of NPs were
observed intracellularly both in bright eld and uorescence
microscopy (Fig. 4, individual uorescence channels are shown
in ESI 7† and overlay of bright eld and uorescence images in
ESI 8†). The uorescence intensity of the larger NP aggregates
caused oversaturation at the exposure time needed to visualize
individual PET-RB NPs particles, making the aggregates look
larger in the uorescence microscopy images compared to the
bright eld images. Since the PET-RB NPs showed a low level of
Fig. 4 Bright field (A, C, E and G) and fluorescence (B, D, F and H)
microscopy of RAW 264.7 cells exposed to control (A + B), 0.005 mg
mL�1 (C + D), 0.05 mgmL�1 (E + F), and 0.5 mgmL�1 PET-RB NPs (G +
H). Cell nuclei are blue, PET-RB NPs are red, and cell cytoplasm is
green (the images from individual fluorescence channels are shown in
ESI 7†).
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autouorescence in the green wavelength it was not possible to
determine if PET-RB NPs were associated with lysosomes. At
0.05 mg mL�1 PET-RB NPs, particles were observed inside
phagocytic bodies, but while several cells had formed a tight
phagosome around the NPs, vacuoles with large empty spaces
surrounding the NPs were observed at the higher concentration.
At the highest concentration, phagosomes enlarged and caused
elongated, crescent-shaped nuclei in the periphery of the cells.
Morphological changes such as blebs were observed at 0.005 mg
mL�1, indicating cell membranes delaminate from cortical
cytoskeletal structures.56 These blebs became more numerous
at 0.05 mg mL�1, but not at 0.5 mg mL�1. At 0.5 mg mL�1,
condensation and increased uorescence intensity of the nuclei
were observed supporting the cytotoxicity data, indicating that
a number of cells were not viable at this concentration.

Conclusions

The environmental presence of fragmented plastics, derived
from high-commodity polymers, is an emerging concern with
unknown consequences for human health. As a crucial high-
commodity polymer and contributor of plastic waste, PET has
inltrated drinking water, food, and beverages in the form of
small-scale debris (i.e., microplastics), as shown in various
reports. Although current reports have focused on micron-scale
PET and other plastics, a potential exists for environmental
contamination of nanoscale PET, as well.

This manuscript reports the bottom-up synthesis of PET NPs
with hydrodynamic diameters below 200 nm. To support
studies in cell models, we incorporated the rhodamine B uo-
rescent tracer into the PET NPs and measured uptake within
RAW264.7 macrophages. Our results showed uptake of PET-RB
NPs in the macrophages in a dose–response manner. Our
ndings suggest that a lower concentration of PET NPs
(0.0010mgmL�1) was required to impact the integrity of the cell
membrane of macrophages, as compared to concentrations of
PET NPs required to alter mitochondrial activity (0.5 mg mL�1).
Clear morphological changes occurred at higher concentrations
of PET-RB NPs (0.5 mg mL�1), showing enlarged phagosomes
that caused elongation of nuclei and likely cell death. Although
more studies are required to further elucidate the effects of the
NPs in cell models and other biological systems, this study
shows that mammalian macrophage cells are affected by PET
nanoscale plastics. The generation of well characterized PET
NPs will support future studies to assess downstream biological
responses.
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